
WINDSWEPT

Detangle with Trinity Protein Cream and section as follows…
Section 1- Section the hair beginning with a 1” section above the ear on both sides. Continue this 
1” parting by dropping down behind the ears and across the nape.
Section 2- Section horizontally from the top of left ear to top of the right ear.
Section 3- Remaining hair below the side and rear ridge.
Section 5- Section the fringe by creating a triangle, starting at the high point of the head and 
parting directly to the front corners at side ridge.
Section 4- Remaining hair in the green and black zones.

Step 1. Cut with Swivel Shear starting in the back working directionally from 
center to left, and then right. Over direct hair to the center in the red zone.
Connect sides. Turn head to look over shoulder and cut along the top of 
shoulder from your back guide to front to the front. Repeat on right side.

For right handed cutter, stand directly behind guest 
Shatter the hair by working with Razor Left to right and 
working with blade flat and positioned on top of hair. 
Work with little to no elevation. **note the purpose of 
cutting on top of the sections to create a “softer” 
broken edge VS underneath which is a harder edge 

Treating the head as a whole section the hair from temple to temple. Begin with blue zone and over direct the red 
zones behind the ear. Work left to right with elevation softly shattering with the blade laying flat on on the hair. 
Connect sides in the same manner as step 2. 

Treat the head as a whole and allow section 4 to fall 
naturally with a center part. Starting in the Blue zone 
shatter as you did in step 3 and continuing through the 
side sides.

Curtain fringe. Divide the triangle horizontally in half.  
Working in 3 parts (a,b,c) Cut section A shattering to the 
desired length. Comb section B to overlap A and shatter, 
repeat with side C. 
Drop remainder of the hair from the triangle and repeat. 
Use RZ blender to soften fringe as desired.

*Windswept Color
New Earth Windswept Color
Pure Color Formula:
Shadow Root and Lowllites: 1oz 
6WG & 1oz 8N with 7vol ECA.
Overlay: 1oz 9WG &  1oz 9N with 
7vol ECA.
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CLICK TO WATCH VIDEO 
ON SURFACE U

https://vimeo.com/496660757/198c80e1c3


WINDSWEPT

To finish New Earth Windswept, first apply Bassu 
moisture mist, Blowout primer and choice of Surface 
Styling products We chose Swirl and Jump for added 
texture and root volume. Dry the hair to 75% and section 
in 4 horizontal sections treating the head as a whole as 
you reach the top of the ears.  Begin in section 1 with 
round brush to turn the hair under Re-mist each section 
with Blowout Primer prior to round brushing

--For remaining sections, work with vertical sections and alternate directions as you go. Work the 
hair onto the last 2”  of your brush As you begin to release the hair from brush gently pull the 
brush through the hair so it releases an inch at a time. 
--For the curtain fringe dry first the section in the center turning the hair under and the sides of 
the fringe will be worked from underneath and draping to the opposite directions.
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